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The planned Spring 2018 release of i-Tree Eco for all of Europe inspired a Swiss Urban Forest 
collaboration between Pan Bern AG (Andreas Bernasconi and his team, Marlén Gubsch and 
Florim Sabani) and Arbor Aegis (Naomi Zürcher). The collaboration, which began in July 2016, 
expanded to include Dr. David Nowak, USDA Forest Service i-Tree Project Leader and the 
inspiration behind i-Tree. 
 
The envisioned event centered around Bern, Switzerland’s capital and focused on the 
planning and execution of a 2-day gathering in Bern, on the 26th and 27th of October 2017. 
Day 1 was conceived as an international Round Table meeting – The Value of i-Tree Valuation 
– to be led by Dave Nowak. Attendees from 12 European countries had the ability to: 
•  share their past, present or future project endeavors and related needs and experiences; 
•  brainstorm strategies for turning i-Tree outputs into municipality-oriented, management-
based outcomes; 
•  propose future valuation needs and ideas for i-Tree Europe; 
•  discuss the creation of a Europe-wide i-Tree network to facilitate support and collaboration. 
 
Day 2, the Training Day, was sponsored by FOWALA, the Swiss Forest and Landscape 
Education Foundation and was developed for Forestry / Urban Forestry-oriented Swiss 
professionals, of which there was a very good, diverse representation from across 
Switzerland. Additionally, interested Day 1 attendees were welcome to attend.  
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The basis for the day was: 
•  selecting a “project footprint” in Bern (note project footprint map) –  
 -  the site we selected was along Bundesgasse, a main thoroughfare in the  
    center of the City, adjacent to the Bundeshaus – the building housing the  
    Federal Parliament; 
 -  the selected section of the Bundesgasse included curbside trees, an off-street  
    Plaza populated with urban trees and a very popular small urban park – Kleine  
    Schanze - which included a small wetland area; 
•  providing the i-Tree team with Switzerland’s weather and pollution data which enabled the 
Swiss team to do the setup for the City of Bern; 
•  conducting an i-Tree Eco complete, ground-based inventory of the Bundesgasse / Kleine 
Schanze project footprint; 
• entering the inventory data into an Excel spreadsheet and then exporting the data to the 
online i-Tree project. 
 
Once the data was submitted, we were able to generate the outputs – reports that used the 
structural tree data the Swiss team input to determine the value of the Ecosystem (ES) 
services provided, both in metric volume of removals / mitigation as well as the economic 
value of the ES services in local currency – Swiss francs. 
 
This inventory and the resulting reports formed the basis for the entire Training day:  
• concept of Urban Forest / Urban Forestry (UF) and the philosophy driving that concept: 
definition, management and management plans, Best Management Practices examples and 
an understanding of why trees, be they in a traditional or urban forest, have far greater worth 
than their value as timber; 
• the array of ES services trees contribute, such as mitigation of urban-generated air 
pollutants, stormwater runoff and flooding and the urban heat island effect as well as the 
structural variables that determine the extent of those services;  
• a thorough exploration of the i-Tree required data assessment as well as the i-Tree Eco 
application 
 ••  data analyses 
 ••  report output 
 ••  potential outcomes  for local Swiss project use 
 ••  enhancement of Switzerland’s Forest / Urban Forest well-being; 
 
The Field work / data collection component of the Training Day, consisting of a pre-
determined sampling of street and Park trees within the overall project inventory footprint, 
reinforced the morning’s theoretical presentation and served as a mechanism to bring 
attendees from different countries and backgrounds together in field teams to collect some of 
the most important but complicated data for the day’s assessment subset.  
 
The in-the-field component was preceded by an explanation of parameters, instruments 
needed and data collection strategies. Once in the field, 9 teams of 4 participants each 
collected data specifics – DBH, height, crown structural measurements, percent of dieback, 
percent missing and crown light exposure as well as adjacent building(s) distance and 
direction – while Dave Nowak and the Swiss team circulated to keep data collection running 
smoothly. It was, for most of us, the highlight of the Training Day as it provided a collegially, 
collaborative experience while helping to clarify structural specifics which would facilitate 
future projects. 
 



With the conclusion of the field component, the field teams then entered the collected data 
into the software’s online project page. Given the probability that the turn-around time for 
data reports would not be fast enough for our schedule, we then used the complete inventory 
to explore project outcomes through varied prepared reports, allowing ample time for 
interesting questions and discussions. 
 
The event evaluations have supported both Dave Nowak’s and the Swiss team’s feeling that 
the project was a big success. Attendee interest was very positive and more than one 
potential project is an outcome. In addition, the promised i-Tree Europe Network has been 
realized as a LinkedIn group. Anyone based in Europe who is working with or interested in     
i-Tree or is planning an i-Tree project sometime in the future is more than welcome to join. All 
that is required is to have a LinkedIn member profile and then the group can be accessed 
through the LinkedIn.com home page by placing the name of the group – i-Tree Europe 
Network – in the search and then asking to join. 
 
We at EFUF all know how important all our trees are, whether they populate traditional forests 
or urban landscapes. Any mechanism which can advance trees’ well-being should be 
considered for inclusion into the larger management toolbox we all use in our efforts to 
support Forest and Urban Forest well-being. 
 
 

         
 
         


